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Digitized nonobjects for use with
the Apple Macintosh computer
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Research involving lexicaldecisiontasks has playeda
major role in conceptualizations of both perceptual
processesand semantic decisions (e.g., Andrews, 1986;
Bleasdale, 1987; Kroll & Merves, 1986; Kroll & Potter,
1984; Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977). In
a typical lexical decision task, subjects see a briefly
presented stringof lettersand are askedto decide whether
the letters forman English word or a nonword. Recently,
Kroll and Potter (1984) introduced the object decision
task, which is analogous to the lexical decision task in
that subjects seea brieflypresented drawing andare asked
to decide whether the drawing is of a real object or a
nonobject. As shown in Figure 1, a nonobject is a non
sense figure constructed from elements of real objects.
Findings obtained from the object decision task are im
portant for both theories of memory (Kroll & Potter,
1984;Kroll & Venugopal, 1984) and theoriesofpercep
tion (Biederman, 1985).

Typically, researchers have used tachistoscopes to
present pictorial stimuli. Personal computers, however,
are now capable of presenting pictorial stimuli and are
more versatile than a tachistoscope because they allow
more variation in experimental design. We have made
Kroll and Potter's (1984) nonobject stimuli available in
a form suitable for presentation on the Apple Macintosh
computer. By using the computerized versions of the
nonobjects in conjunction withBrooks's (1985) computer
ized versionsof Snodgrass and Vanderwart's (1980) line
drawings of real objects, researchers may now take ad
vantageof the Macintosh'scapabilities in objectdecision
experiments. Note, however, that researchers should
choose their object drawingscarefully, for it is conceiv
able that subtle artistic differences between the object
drawings and the nonobject drawings couldaffectthe out
come of an experiment.

Description of the Stimuli. The set of stimuli com
prises the 88 nonobjects published by Kroll and Potter
(1984). The nonobjects weredigitized withThunderScan,
a high-quality digitizerfor the Macintosh, and eachstimu
lus waseditedwitha graphics editor to achieve maximum
clarity. The digitizedstimuliare approximately the same
sizeas the actualstimulithat Krolland Potter (1984) used
in their experiments and are therefore larger than the
stimuliprovided in Kroll and Potter's paper. The size of
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a stimulus, however, can bealtered easilyby using Macin
tosh ROM routines.

For each nonobject drawing, Kroll and Potter (1984)
provided a rating of the degree to which it resembled a
real objectand the meantime required to makean object
decision. Because the digitized versions of the stimuliare
fairly accurate representations of the original stimuli, it
is reasonable to assume thatKrolland Potter's ratings hold
for the digitized stimuli as well.

Format of theStimuli. The set of nonobject drawings
is provided in MacPaint files, which may be created by
the graphics editors MacPaint or SuperPaint. All other
graphicseditors for the Macintosh currently on the mar
ket are capableof openingfiles that are in MacPaintfor
mat. A graphics editor allows researchers to customize
easily the nonobjects to suit the needsof a particular ex
periment. The orderingof the nonobjects in the MacPaint
files conforms to theorderingof Krolland Potter's (1984)
stimuli, so that the ratings for a particular nonobjectcan
be found easily.

With high-level programming languages, such as
BASIC and Pascal, it is most convenient to access the
stimuli if they are stored as either encoded graphics in
structionsor bit images.Althoughit is fairlyeasy to con
vert graphics in MacPaint format into encoded graphics
instructions (Brooks, in press), the nonobject drawings
are providedin both formats. When stimuliare stored as
encoded graphics instructions, researchers can use Macin
tosh ROM routines that permit powerful manipulations
of graphics (Brooks, 1987; Lane & Ashby, 1987).
Microsoft BASIC 3.0, for example, includesa machine

Figure 1. Four examples of digitized nonobjects.
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language library that allows progarnmers to use almost
all of the graphics routines of the Macintosh ROM.

In some instances, it is convenient to use stimuli in the
form of bit images (i.e., pixel-based representations). Bit
images can be generated from encoded graphics instruc
tions by using Microsoft BASIC (see Brooks, 1985,
1987). Once in the form of bit images, stimuli can be
changed in a number of ways, such as by using machine
language routines to degrade them (e.g., Brooks, 1987),
as shown in Figure 2.

Hardware and Software Requirements. An Apple
Macintosh computer is required to use the stimuli. Any
graphics editor (e.g., Canvas, MacPaint, or SuperPaint)
may be used to edit the digitized nonobjects. The stimuli
may be presented on the Macintosh by the application
HyperCard (which is supplied with the Macintosh) or by
most programming languages.

Availability. The files containing the 88 digitized
nonobjects, and the sample programs are provided on an
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Figure 2. A nonobject that bas been visuallydegraded with a rou
tine provided by Brooks (1987),

800K disk and may be obtained by sending $6 to the
authors.
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